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#1 New York Times bestselling author Dava Sobel returns with the captivating, little-known true story
of a group of women whose remarkable contributions to the burgeoning field of astronomy forever
changed our understanding of the stars and our place in the universe
 
In the mid-nineteenth century, the Harvard College Observatory began employing women as calculators, or
“human computers,” to interpret the observations made via telescope by their male counterparts each night.
At the outset this group included the wives, sisters, and daughters of the resident astronomers, but by the
1880s the female corps included graduates of the new women's colleges—Vassar, Wellesley, and Smith. As
photography transformed the practice of astronomy, the ladies turned to studying the stars captured nightly
on glass photographic plates. The “glass universe” of half a million plates that Harvard amassed in this
period—thanks in part to the early financial support of another woman, Mrs. Anna Draper, whose late
husband pioneered the technique of stellar photography—enabled the women to make extraordinary
discoveries that attracted worldwide acclaim. They helped discern what stars were made of, divided the stars
into meaningful categories for further research, and found a way to measure distances across space by
starlight. Their ranks included Williamina Fleming, a Scottish woman originally hired as a maid who went
on to identify ten novae and more than three hundred variable stars, Annie Jump Cannon, who designed a
stellar classification system that was adopted by astronomers the world over and is still in use, and Dr.
Cecilia Helena Payne-Gaposchkin, who in 1956 became the first ever woman professor of astronomy at
Harvard—and Harvard’s first female department chair. Elegantly written and enriched by excerpts from
letters, diaries, and memoirs, The Glass Universe is the hidden history of a group of remarkable women who,
through their hard work and groundbreaking discoveries, disproved the commonly held belief that the gentler
sex had little to contribute to human knowledge.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Martinez:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time? Yes,
you can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open as well as read a book eligible The Glass Universe? Maybe it
is being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time using your favorite's book, you can
smarter than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have additional opinion?

David Henry:

What do you regarding book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material when you want something
to explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or woman? If you don't
have spare time to complete others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have spare time? What
did you do? Every person has many questions above. They need to answer that question because just their
can do in which. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is suitable. Because start
from on jardín de infancia until university need this The Glass Universe to read.

Richard Bennett:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be up-date about what going on or details even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era that is always change and move forward. Some of you
maybe will update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems
coming to you actually is you don't know what one you should start with. This The Glass Universe is our
recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this
era.

Nathaniel Mitchell:

This The Glass Universe is brand-new way for you who has interest to look for some information as it relief
your hunger info. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know or you who still having tiny
amount of digest in reading this The Glass Universe can be the light food in your case because the
information inside this book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books develop itself in the form which
can be reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book contact form. People who think that in guide
form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this book is the answer. So there is not any in reading a reserve
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for a person. So , don't miss the
item! Just read this e-book type for your better life in addition to knowledge.
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